This year, Tennesseans have a once-in-a-decade opportunity to understand and participate in redistricting, and
legislative leaders have expressed their commitment to making our state's process an open one.
This overview details how peer states are seeking community input and actively sharing redistricting information with
the public -- ideas that may hold lessons about how to increase community engagement in our own state.
Specifically, many states in the South host legislative hearings and community meetings that include options for virtual
participation, and they share draft maps before they are finalized to allow residents time to meaningfully weigh in.

EXAMPLE ONE: Legislatures in peer states hold meetings to solicit community input.
Legislatures in many neighboring states hold hearings and community meetings to gather public input
and to better understand the needs of communities of interest.
Alabama’s state legislature hosted 28 meetings at community colleges across the state in September
2021.(i)
Mississippi’s joint legislative committee held nine public hearings across the state in August 2021.(ii)
South Carolina’s House and Senate legislative committees hosted 20 public hearings between
July and September 2021.(iii)

EXAMPLE TWO: Peer states' legislative hearings and community meetings prioritize
accessibility.
Particularly during the pandemic, legislatures in many peer states have live-streamed
redistricting events and allowed the public to participate virtually.
Texas, Arkansas, Georgia, and Alabama provided opportunities for virtual testimony
during public hearings.(iv)

EXAMPLE THREE: Peer-state legislatures allow the public to review and
comment on draft maps before they are finalized.
Legislatures in peer states share draft maps with the public and solicit their feedback with enough time to
incorporate it into the final product.
Texas lawmakers post map proposals on state websites for the public to review in real time. (v)
Legislative committees in Louisiana and Arkansas will host hearings and meetings throughout the fall to gather
feedback on map proposals. (vi)
Public input is welcomed at Florida redistricting committee meetings, some of which will include workshops to
analyze submitted redistricting maps. (vii)
In Alabama, residents are encourage to give input at legislative hearings once maps are drawn.(viii)
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